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Hard to 

understand
Hard to 

convert

The challenges of getting shoppers to come back to your site

Hard to 

reach
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Deep 

understanding 

of site visitors

Performance 

at scale

What you need to meet your business objectives

Consistent 

omnichannel

identity
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Brands

1,000+

Relevance

4x Shopper
engagement

Sales

$29B Annual
post-click sales

Retailers & 

Commerce

17,000+

1,000s of
premium publishers

Publishers

Introducing the Criteo Commerce Marketing Ecosystem

1.2B+

Active shoppers monthly

$615B+
Annual commerce sales

Shopper



Criteo Shopper Graph
A unified understanding of a shopper’s online journey and real-time intent data

• 3.7B+ global device IDs

• 79% clients participating

• Deterministic foundation

• 120+ shopping intent signals 
evaluated per shopper

• 4B+ products

• 21B product interactions per month

• 600TB daily shopper data

• $615B Annual ecommerce sales

• $29B Annual post-click sales 

The world’s 
largest open 

shopper data set 
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New 
customers that 
haven’t 
previously 
shopped

More
shoppers online, in-
app and offline

customers and bring 
them back to your 
website, app or 
store

Supporting your objectives across the full shopper journey
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What it does
• Connect across web, mobile, social, and video

• Drive traffic to online and physical stores1

• Optimize with continuous machine-learning

• Increase mobile engagement

Benefits
• Bring shoppers back to buy to drive more sales, profitably

• Gain access to the best inventory available

• Engage shoppers by delivering the right ad with 

personalized product recommendations

1Available 2018  

Criteo Dynamic Retargeting



Criteo
Dynamic 
Retargeting 
in Action 
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Christina: an opportunity to increase a shopper’s loyalty and spend

Common challenges
• Silo’ed data

• Fragmentation

What if you could…?

• Engage seamlessly across devices, channels, and environments

• Drive omnichannel buying with relevant offerings

With Criteo Dynamic Retargeting, you can
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1: We deeply understand each shopper

3:00 PM
Christina browses
JEANS on your site

Only Criteo continuously machine-learns from 120+ 

shopping signals and 1.2B+ active shoppers monthly.

• Delivers a single view across devices with Criteo identity graph

• Understands the full journey across devices, browsers, and apps

• Links online and offline behavior

• Determines shopper interest across your products
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2: We deliver the most relevant, personalized ad

Only Criteo has purpose-built technology to predict the best way 

to engage Christina, based on your goal and target cost.

• Dynamic ad design personalizes all visual elements to drive engagement

• Recommended products shows seen and unseen, personalized to Christina

4:00 PM
Christina checks 
the weather
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3: We engage with shoppers wherever they are

5:00 PM
Glances at social

6:00 PM
Scans the news

8:00 PM
Plays Words with Friends

Only Criteo has direct relationships with thousands of premium publishers.

• Best placements across web, native, social, and mobile

• Unmatched audience reach

• Deep inventory access, unavailable from exchanges

• Increased brand safety
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Criteo Dynamic Retargeting
Success story

• Boost website traffic and optimize 

conversion efficiency, while promoting the 

HP brand

• Criteo Dynamic Retargeting

• Dynamic banners designed to prominently 
feature the HP brand

The Challenge

The Solution

300%
Revenue Increase

200%
ROAS

The Results



Getting 
Started & Best 
Practices
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Criteo turnaround time: ~ 1 week

Campaign launchSet goalsIntegration

• Implement Criteo OneTag on your website

• Share your product feed

• Agree to your creatives

• Define campaign budget and KPIs

• Choose Criteo Engine optimization 
model

• Criteo Technical Services

launch your campaign

Getting started
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Sales Revenues Value

Setting up for success

Average order 
value

Brand and 
scalability

Applying the right optimization strategy is imperative. 
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What makes Criteo Dynamic Retargeting unique? 

Exclusive access to the 

best & broadest media

Commerce-based 

machine-learning

Advanced  Dynamic 

Creative technology  

Global identity graph 

& reliable cross-

device matching

We consistently win 

90% of competitive 

performance tests
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Broadest Reach
• We have direct relationships with thousands of 

premium global publishers and partners. 

• Reliably link shoppers across devices, 
browsers, and apps for seamless shopper 
engagement.

Performance at scale
• Kinetic Design dynamically tailors each ad’s 

visual design while ensuring brand consistency 

• Generate new sales by predicting additional 
items of interest

• Machine learning on $550B commerce sales

Connecting Shoppers

to the things they 

need and love

Why Criteo? 

Trusted partner
• Proven results and commerce-focused experience

• No competing business agendas

• We take accountability for results

• Track performance with real-time campaign reports
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